Using the Web to aid biochemists and microbiologists: an example of computer-based learning using PCR as an example.
The aim of this study was two-fold: to make available to the medical community a fast, efficient tool for troubleshooting PCR problems, and to demonstrate that hypermedia allow one to approach this kind of problem in a new, more useful way. The Web provides access to an enormous amount of information in the medical area, and in particular enables troubleshooting of new techniques in the medical laboratory. Currently it is possible to find textual information but it is not always easy to find hypermedia information. In many cases authors change only the means of dissemination of a book or paper to the Web, but do not adapt the information to the features of this new medium. The prototype of our hypermedia application was developed using Director and Flash programs (Macromedia), the application was developed from a decision tree built as a result of information compiled from expert PCR users and the existing literature. It was implemented on a website using Dreamweaver (Macromedia). The usefulness and possibilities of this application have been tested with physicians, medical laboratory technicians, and health science students, and have been proven to be more effective than traditional methods, both in education processes and in helping researchers and medical laboratory technicians in their daily work. The advance and popularization of the Internet in the medical profession requires information on the Web to adapt to the advantages offered by hypermedia. This new step must be taken, and the Web must offer medical users not only a different medium of information distribution but also a new way of handling and obtaining information.